Winter Break Assignment
Class: Pre-Primary (Session 2021-22)
Dear Students and Parent(s)
As you know Winter Break is coming up and it is a valuable time for students and for families to reconnect also to share and to create
great memories together. Let your ward explore, discover and kindle his/her imagination. Winter Break Assignment is assigned to help fill
in gaps that a student may not have mastered fully. Here are some interesting activities to make your ward stay engaged during the
holidays that will ignite the young minds.
Likewise, little practice work of English, Hindi and Mathematics has been provided along with the fun games and Language Development
Sentences. Also note that your teachers are just one phone call away during holidays, you can call them/ WhatsApp them in case of any
doubt.

“Wishing the students relaxing holidays and a Happy New Year”
Subject

Assignment

English

Task Revise all the rhymes that have been done so far with proper actions and voice modulation.
 Practice writing sentences (2 each) by using 'a/an, This/That, is/ am/are and He /She' in
separate home practice (3 in 1) Notebook.
 Revise and practice cursive a-z in separate home practice (3 in 1) notebook.
 Parents will give dictation of a, e, i, o, u sound three letter words (5 words each) in
separate home practice (3 in 1) Notebook.
 Read age appropriate story books in your free time.
 Practice speaking the vocabulary of all blend sound words covered so far, Days of the
week, and Months of the year.
The objectives :
 Students will be able to recognize, pronounce and write the spellings of all blend sound
words covered so far.
 Students will be able to pronounce Days of the week, and Months of the year correctly and in
sequence.
Task Practice writing Number Names 1-20 in the Notebook. (Only once)

Mathematics



Math Fun time with board gameRefer Link: https://youtu.be/yE_wzP9mKs8

Watch the given video for ideas and create a board game with your own creativity.
Material needed One square piece of cardboard.
 A dice
 Coloured paper
 Markers
 Glue etc.
The Objective Students will learn forward and backward counting.
 Good way to spend time at home with siblings/ parents.
 Creativity can be enhanced.
Hindi

EVS

* Revise all the concepts covered so far.

Language
Development
Sentences

Recapitulate all the sentences for the enhancement of conversational skills.
1.
My name is
.
2.
I am a boy/girl.
3.
I am
years old.
4.
My Class Teacher's name is _______.
5.
Use of Magical Words-'Sorry', 'Please', 'Excuse me' & 'Thank You'.
6.
My Address is _____
7.
My Father's phone no. is
8.
My Mother's phone no. is
.
9.
I am a student of Rukmini Devi Public School, Rohini.
10. May I go to washroom?
11. I have finished my lunch.
12. Please open my lunch box/water bottle.
13. May I help you?
14. I have done my work.
15. Ma'am, please help me.
16. My country name is India. It is also known as Bharat.
17. I love my country.
18. Our National animal is Tiger, National flower is Lotus, National game is Hockey and
National fruit is Mango.

Art & Craft
+ Creative
Expressions

Here are a few creative assignments to be conducted during winter break through which
students may enhance their creative, imagination and speaking skills.
Kindly Note: These activities will be Assessed.
Clay Moulding Activity: Make any 3 fruits
Refer Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsSS2oPnwLk
Date of sending the video: 04.01.2021

Clay Moulding: Developmental growth: Manipulating (squishing,
squeezing, pulling, pushing, etc.) a piece of clay helps in developing the
large and small muscles – improving dexterity. Fosters eye- hand
coordination. Builds a student's ability to focus/builds attention span.
Snowman by using White Socks
Refer Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooiXP3RIkUU
Date of sending the image: 05.01.2021

Art and craft activities give students a sense of achievement and allow
them to take pride in their work which builds confidence. Students get
to try new things and also develop their ‘self-regulation skills’ (e.g.
when waiting for paint or glue to dry). This helps them develop
patience, which all students need help with!.
Yoga Time: Surya Namaskar
Refer Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boY3AUHRbAk&t=84s
Date of sending the video: 06.01.2021

Surya Namaskar is a great warm-up for students, as it stretches the
entire body and helps move every joint and major muscle group present.
This smooth transition between the poses helps one concentrate and
focus and can have a marked effect on the creativity and focus levels of
the child.
Recitation Time: English and Hindi rhymes

(1 each with proper actions and voice modulation)
Date of sending the video: 07.01.2021

Learning and singing rhymes boosts the confidence of young students.
Rhymes are also a handy tool for engaging students. Nursery rhymes are
important for language acquisition and help with speech development.
They help students develop auditory skills such as discriminating between
sounds and developing the ear for the music of words.
First Aid Box by using Shoe Box
Refer Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5U4jnacTW4
Date of sending the image: 10.01.2021

First aid kits are necessary so that you can treat ailments and injuries that
happen at home. From the minor ailment to the more serious injury a first
aid kit can help reduce the risk of infection or the severity of the injury.
Moral Based Storytelling through Puppets in English
Date of sending the video: 11.01.2021

Using a puppet to tell a story is a wonderful technique that can lead
students to discover the joy of literature and learning. Puppets can be
used “anyway, anywhere, and anytime” to bring stories to life and to
spark young imaginations.

